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  Tragedy of the Commons Simulation 
 
Introduction: 
 

 The purpose of this simulation is to explore how resources are used and possibly 

exploited when they are available to multiple parties. The "tragedy of the commons" is a 

situation in which individuals use a common resource for personal gain.  If no one 

considers the resource itself, degradation of the commons results, leading to a decrease in 

yield for both the individual and the group.  Make sure to keep all data you collect 

because you will write this up as a lab report.   

  
Materials: 
 

 Goldfish crackers  

 Plastic spoons (fishing tackle) 

 Bowls (ponds) 

  
Procedure: 
 
Part I: 
  

Divide yourselves into groups of four and imagine the following scenario: 

 

 Each person represents a fisherperson and head of a family that requires food.  So, 

you are in charge of not only feeding your family, but also of making a living.  The only 

food source for your families is a small fishing hole which can accommodate 16 fish at 

one time.  

 

 To complete this activity, you will be allowed to fish for your family over the 

course of four rounds (Each round = 1 year).  You are allowed to take as many or as few 

fish for your family as you want, but taking only one fish in a given year will result in the 

death of your family.  Therefore, you need a minimum of one a half fish to feed your 

family.  You can not, however, extract half a fish from the pond. 

 

 In addition, you need to earn money.  Harvesting 1 ½ fish only feeds your family 

and any other fish beyond that will generate income at $100 for every half fish sold to the 

store.  With your money, you can offset the cost of fishing, or if needed buy fish from the 

store to feed your family.  The fish you are able to buy, however, costs $200 per fish. 

 

 Unfortunately, you will be charged $40 per fish for every fish you extract from 

the pond.  This will cover your equipment costs, i.e. poles, boat, etc.  You will be given 

$100 to start, the rest is up to you. 

 

 The good news is that the fish reproduce, and each year any fish that is remaining 

in the pond is able to produce 1 new fish (i.e. 4 fish become 8).  But, remember that the 

fish pond can not hold more than 16 fish at the beginning of any year.    
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   In this simulation, our pond is a bowl, and our fish are Pepperidge Farm Goldfish.  

You will catch the fish using a plastic spoon.  Each fishing round, or year, lasts 1 minute. 

You should rotate your fishing order every round so that everyone has a chance to go 

first. At the end of every round, the number of remaining fish will be doubled to simulate 

reproduction. The simulation will continue for four rounds. 

  
Part II: 
  
 This part is exactly like the first, except that in this simulation, everyone has a 

private pond in addition to the common pond. The private ponds can only hold 3 fish 

although all other rules apply. You may catch as many fish as you would like from both 

ponds during each round. 

   
 
Results: 

 

Record all results in the data tables that were handed out. 

 

When finished with the data collection, please calculate the following for both parts: 

 

 1) The total number of fish caught by each person. 

 

2) The total number of fish that could have been harvested from the pond if it 

were managed perfectly. 

 

3) Your group’s “management score” (ratio of actual harvest to possible 

harvest if managed perfectly). 

 

Analysis:   
 

Discuss your results in paragraph form.  In doing, so, please make sure to address the 

following questions.  You are not, however, limited to these questions. 

  

 What happened to the common resource (fish) in Part I?  Why? 

 Did you get different results in Part II?  Why? 

 Why does common usage lead to exploitation? 

  
 

Conclusion: 
 

What other resource management examples can you think of where this topic is 

relevant?  Are these being managed wisely?  Why or why not?   

 

What can people do so that they ensure that they are using these resources most 

wisely? 
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You will be graded on the following: 
 

Brief Description of Procedure / Background Information (paragraph form is fine) 

 

 

        5 points _______ 

    

         

 

Ability to accumulate the most money   5 points _______ 

 

 

 

Ability to keep family fed     5 points _______ 

 

 

 

Complete Data Tables      15 points _______ 

 

         

 

Creation of Appropriate Graphs    10 points _______ 

 

         

 

Calculations Completed Accurately (Results)  10 points _______ 

 

         

 

Analysis Questions are Answered (in paragraph form) 20 points _______ 

 

         

 

Conclusion is Complete and Fully Developed  20 points _______ 

 

 

 

 


